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If the new exhibit of William
Eggleston’s work at the Metro-
politan Museum of Art recap-
tures some of the photogra-
pher’s most iconic images—a
child’s deserted tricycle, a roof-
top sign advertising “Peaches!,”
a bare light bulb hanging from a
crimson ceiling—it also reminds
visitors that great American
color photography is a relatively
recent phenomenon.

The 36 dye-transfer prints
that make up “At War With the
Obvious: Photographs by William
Eggleston,” created mostly in the
1970s, showcase a complex color
process with early roots in the
film industry—one that had ap-
plications primarily in advertis-
ing and other commercial work
after it was adopted by Eastman
Kodak in 1946. But the prints, re-
cently acquired by the Met, also
bolster the museum’s collection
of modern photography.

The new exhibit marks the
first time these images have been
shown as an ensemble, and in-
cludes the 14 dye-transfer prints
that made up Mr. Eggleston’s first
color portfolio in 1974. “I wanted
to acquire a set of pictures that
would be used not just mono-
graphically, but be integrated into
the Met’s larger collection,” said
Jeff Rosenheim, the curator who
purchased and organized the col-
lection for the museum. “Beyond
the medium of photography, Egg-
leston fits perfectly into many
constellations of art.”

Most of the images were made
during color photography’s in-
fancy in the fine arts, when it had
few fans and even fewer masters.
Unstable and impermanent, with
a tendency to fade, color shots
typically sold for less on the mar-
ket than black-and-whites. “It
was clear among art photogra-
phers there was prejudice against
color,” said photographer Ste-
phen Shore, now the director of
Bard College’s photography pro-
gram. Along with Mr. Shore and
Joel Meyerowitz, Mr. Eggleston
was among a handful of photog-
raphers seeking ways to elevate
the color medium, which had
been utilized mostly at the cin-
ema and in graphic arts.

For Mr. Eggleston that even-
tually became the dye-transfer
print, said his son, Winston, who
manages his father’s trust. “He

always loved Technicolor, with
its exaggerated colors—it really
clicked with him,” Winston Egg-
leston said. “Dye transfer was a
really turning point for him. It
was the ultimate print.”

As Mr. Eggleston came to
adopt it in the ’70s, the dye-
transfer was unmatched in its
nuance and beauty. But it was so
complex and time-consuming
that it usually required the aid of
professional laboratories. The
process created red, green and
blue color separations called ma-
trices on specialized gelatin-
coated film, which were soaked
in organic dyes of yellow, ma-
genta and cyan. The matrices,
provided only by Kodak until it
halted production in 1994, were
meticulously aligned over special
paper and rolled, transferring the
dye to paper. A 16-inch by 20-
inch print could take several days
to make and cost more than $100
in materials.

Mr. Eggleston was a rare dev-
otee of process, producing the
saturated, lush and velvety im-
ages that became his signature.
“It wasn’t his intention to make
prints with dye transfer; he just
thought there was a better way
to reveal his intentions,” said
Mr. Rosenheim. “It’s the obser-
vation of the artist that makes
the picture great, and the dye-

transfer process is a revealing
tool [for] his observation of how
extraordinary this world is.”

“At War With the Obvious,”
which runs through July 28, can
be seen, then, as presenting two
sorts of relics, both with lasting
and ephemeral qualities: the dye-
transfer print, and the bygone
American South, where the Mem-
phis-born artist, who is 73, still
lives. (Mr. Eggleston declined to
comment for this article.)

Though not meant to be nos-
talgic, his chronicle of daily life
around the Mississippi Delta of-
fers a window into an era if not
frozen in time, then at least
stalled by it. Here, an old farm
truck (“Untitled, 1974”), aglow in
the late afternoon sun, looks like

an heirloom from the 1940s. Else-
where, a decommissioned gas
station and a pale yellow wooden
snack bar beneath a jaunty string
of colored lights are closed
down—for the season or forever?

Many of the images have a
painterly quality, such as the
long-view shot of condiments on
a diner table, due in part to the
hand-crafted feel of the dye-
transfer process, but also because
the subjects themselves are made
less mechanical through Mr. Egg-
leston’s idiosyncratic eye. The oc-
casional portrait here and there
keeps the show from seeming like
a visitation to a ghost town.

Even when people aren’t in
the images, there’s a sense of
someone just having left the
frame: a child’s abandoned tricy-
cle, an empty shower or an open
oven door. Conversely, images
that do include humans give the
impression that they’re not re-
ally there in spirit—that some-
thing just outside the frame has
their attention. For Mr. Rosen-
heim, himself a Southerner, the
images are poetic, replete with
simple pleasures.

“They are off-kilter and banal,
and yet full of intention and sim-
ple observation,” he said. “You
don’t have to have an intellec-
tual interaction with the images.
It’s the poetry of the everyday.”

BY LANA BORTOLOT

When Photos Colored Reality

Above, William Eggleston’s ‘Untitled (Memphis),’ from 1970, on view at the Metropolitan Museum of Art as part
of a new exhibit devoted to the photographer. Below, Met curator Jeff Rosenheim, who organized the show.
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Beginning Wednesday,
the annual Flamenco
Festival will present
the American premiere
of ‘Metafora,’ by Ballet
Flamenco de Andalu-
cia, at City Center.
Here’s a closer look
at the show:

Graphic by Alberto Cervantes/
The Wall Street Journal

Think Flamenco

For its 12th season at City
Center, the Flamenco Festival has
invited Ballet Flamenco de
Andalucia to perform the New
York premiere of “Metafora,”
choreographed by Rubén Olmo,
with featured solos by two
voluptuous virtuosos, Pastora
Galván and Rocio Molina.

According to festival director
Miguel Marin, “Metafora”
embraces both folk dancing and
contemporary movement. “He’s
used very traditional music and
dances but with a much more
modern concept,” Mr. Marin said
of Mr. Olmo.

Mr. Marin grew up in Seville
and Córdoba but attended New
York University, graduating in
1997. “Living in New York
changed my life,” he
said. “I went to do an
MBA. I wasn’t at all
involved with the
arts, but by
chance I took a
class in
performing-arts
management.”

After
graduation he
started bringing
various flamenco
companies to
perform in New York,
and by 2001 he’d

produced the first Flamenco
Festival. As the event has
become a fixture on the city’s
cultural landscape, Mr. Marin has
seen a shift in how the work is
received. “I think there’s
something that’s happened to
New York audiences in the past
few years,” he said. “They’ve
been following the careers of
many of the artists. They’re more
familiar with the art form.
They’re more open.”

Part of the
festival’s
mission has

always been arts
in education, and
9,200 school
children have

attended festival
performances to
date. “Initially I was

surprised by how
much they connected to

flamenco, but it’s a very
direct art form,” Mr. Marin
said. “You don’t need to
know much about it to
enjoy it. Many of
them want to take
flamenco lessons
after.”
“Metafora” will begin
its four-day run at City
Center on Wednesday.

—Lizzie Simon

Culture Count

Given the ongoing economic
stalemate, even Broadway pro-
ducers these days are looking
to mix in some real-life distress
stories along with the usual
helping of high-flying comic-
book heroes and story-book
princesses. From “Newsies” to
“Annie” and the coming “Hands
on a Hardbody,” the Great
White Way is scoring financial
hardship with several working-
class-themed musicals. Perhaps
the most unexpected entry is
“Kinky Boots,” which began
previews Sunday at the Al
Hirschfeld Theatre, ahead of an
April 4 opening.

Based on a true story and
adapted from the overlooked
British film of 2005, “Kinky
Boots” tells the story of two
unlikely friends: Charlie (Stark
Sands), the heir to a dusty, tra-
ditional English shoe manufac-
turer, and Lola (Billy Porter),
the enterprising drag queen
who helps save the business.
With the factory heading for
collapse, the all-dancing, all-
singing Lola encourages a prof-
itable revision from men’s sar-
torial shoes to tall, sequined
drag-queen boots. The show,
said director Jerry Mitchell, is
“the ultimate bromance.”

Its story of triumph not-
withstanding, though, “Kinky
Boots” might not have reached
the stage without the collec-
tive clout of its creative team.
Enter pop star Cyndi Lauper,
who wrote the music and lyr-
ics; Tony winner Harvey Fier-
stein, who penned the book;
and Mr. Mitchell, also a Tony
winner, who directed and cho-
reographed the show. The trio,
which guided the production
through a pre-Broadway run
last year in Chicago, sat down
recently with The Wall Street
Journal to discuss bringing
“Kinky Boots” and all its chal-
lenges to Broadway.

How did the three of you come
to team up to make this musical?

Mr. Mitchell: [Producer]
Daryl Roth asked me first and
so I immediately wanted to find
an amazing book writer, and
that led me straight to Harvey
of course. From there, Harvey’s
brother suggested we use Cyndi,
and since I had prior experience
with her—choreographing her
performance at the 1994 Gay
Games—I just knew I wanted to
work with her again.

What were the challenges in
mounting a musical based on a

film that didn’t do very well at
the box office?

Mr. Fierstein: The biggest
challenge is always the idea.
Copying a script straight from
the movie would be stupid.
There are shows that do that,
but I find them very boring.
Once you have the concept,
then it’s finding the composer
and finding that voice.

Mr. Mitchell: For me the
dance part was easy. But I
wanted to really get my hands
dirty so I spent time in
Northampton, England, going
to the factories and under-
standing exactly how people re-
ally live. I come from a similar
family, so I could relate very
strongly. I came from a corn-
field in the middle of Michigan
and discovered Broadway at
age 18. So it wasn’t in my fam-
ily’s wildest dreams that I
could go into theater, and it
was very far from their ideals.

Ms. Lauper, with your pop in-
stincts, how did you fit into the
process?

Ms. Lauper: It was really
freeing, because I could really
write. Normally I write but I
have the guy from the record
company saying, “Where’s the
hook?” all the time.

Mr. Fierstein: She has intel-
ligence and it’s not a training
thing. It’s an innate thing. She
loves drama, like Rodgers and
Hammerstein, but she never
thought about why she loves it.
Sometimes I would just have to

find the vocabulary to get her
to understand. For instance,
how putting on lipstick isn’t
just putting on lipstick. First
there is the moisturizer, then
the outliner and then the shad-
ing. Cyndi would write a song
and I would say, “That’s great
but I need it to move us from A
to D by going through B and C.”
A song must tell the story. She
would go back and write that.
It was just finding the language
between the two of us.

What about “Kinky Boots” is go-
ing to attract audiences?

Ms Lauper: This is a real
story, about real people. And
somebody thought outside of
the box. And that’s me. I’ve al-
ways wanted to think outside
the box. I relate to the charac-
ters. I think that the people,
when they see it, will under-
stand it’s good to think out the
box, especially in this day and
age and this economy. Every-
body’s going the old way, but
let me tell you something, the
old way is not going to help
you anymore.

Mr. Mitchell: For me, the
sense of reality is where the
story really shows heart. It is a
universal story about how to
accept someone and even
change your mind about some-
one who you previously judged.
The whole show has been com-
pletely rewarding when in Chi-
cago I saw grown men sitting
in the dark crying while hold-
ing their girlfriends’ hands.

What is the significance of the
boots?

Mr. Mitchell: Oh, the boots.
Well, that’s just sex. When the
characters wear these red boots
they are taller, prouder and sex-
ier. When the first pair comes
out onstage, audiences go wild.

BY DANIEL SCHEFFLER

Broadway Gets Its ‘Boots’ On

Jerry Mitchell, Cyndi Lauper and Harvey Fierstein of ‘Kinky Boots.’
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Rocio Molina of Ballet
Flamenco de Andalucia.

‘The sense of reality
is where the story
really shows heart.’
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